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INTRODUCTION
Formerly, in correlation with the educational and research profiles of the University of

Veszprém, the subjects in radiology were linked rather to chemical engineering by teaching
radiochemistry, use of radioisotopes, nuclear technology and radiometry. The sub-branch of
Radiochemistry for the students in chemical engineering became developed during the
installation of the units of Nuclear Power Plant, Paks in Hungary, in the years of 1980-es. The
number of students entered to radiochemistry from beginning of the 6th semester had been
permanently 10-15 from the altogether 70-100 ones.

The new, increased spectra of possibilities, and less demand for chemical engineers
forced university leaders to seek new fields of education at the beginning of 1990. Branches of
environmental engineering, information technology, economy, tourism, teaching languages
and many other fields were introduced. The increased role of environmental problems –
including the interest to the radiation effects of the Chernobyl accident, and to natural
background due to the radon in dwellings – directed the Department of Radiochemistry to the
education of radioecology, too. 

Due to the interest in the subjects of environmental radiation among the students of
enviromental engineering, the sub-branch of Radioecology has been established in 1999. The
number of students specialised in radiecology from beginning of the 6th semester had taken
additional 10-15 from nearly 80 ones.

The students passing the main examinations and practices are getting an authority
licence to work in laboratory of ionising radiation and radioisotopes without any extra courses
and examinations.

The newly introduced subject is the Protection against non-ionizing radiation (15
hours) mainly for the students of the mechanical and electrical engineers. 

EDUCATION PROGRAM
Since 1997 a facultative course of Off-site nuclear emergency has been introduced

mainly for students interested in environmental subjects. The course has been based on their
former studies in Basics of radiation, Radioecology, Radiometry and Radiobiology, dosimetry
and radiation protection. 

During the last years the subjects of nuclear emergency became of interest among
students in branches of management, economy and other, rather social fields. Therefore the
topics have to be turned slightly to more general concepts, to risk analysis, optimisation and
management. For the participants without any detailed knowledge in radiation an introduction
to radiobiology, dosimetry etc. has to be given in the first academic hours of the subject. 



From beginning of the course in 1997 the number of students in one group varies
between 10-20. 

Most of the problems and procedures highlighted in the course are from the references
1, 2, 4, 9, 10 and the national experience. For demonstration of the dose assessment in various
scenarios the PC-version of the software COSYMA �5� is used. 

The non-mandatory course (compulsory only for students specialized to radioecology) is
offered by altogether 30 academic hours with the following topics: 

� Introduction to the nuclear technology and problems (nuclear energy and safety, health
effects of ionising radiation, dosimetry and radiation protection, public acceptance of nuclear
methods) 

� Characterisation of the catastrophe and situations of nuclear emergency (risk and dose)
� Consequences of the nuclear accidents (mainly due to the Chernobyl disaster)
� Requirements of nuclear emergency system (regulations, technical resources,

specialists)
� Protective actions required (sheltering, stable iodine, evacuation, restriction of feeding

and consumption etc.)
� Decision preparation (assessment of source term, radiation pathways, predictions, use

of models, averted dose, cost-benefit, optimising)
� Analysis of radiation pathways, dose assessments by computer codes, practice oriented

presentation with examples
� Structure of nuclear emergency systems (organs and committees involved, national and

international links) 
� Specialists and their tasks (decision makers, scenario analysers, managers, monitoring

specialists, health officers, public relations etc.) 
� Technical accessories (transport, environmental monitoring, data processing,

information system, integration of the work of involved orgnizations)
� Radiological levels to support decision (intervention and action levels from national

regulations and international recommendations).
For special topics and examples specialists from the NPP Paks, from the Hungarian

Atomic Energy Authority and from the Nuclear Emergency Section of the Hungarian
Catastrophe Directorate are invited and visits are managed to nuclear institutions involved in
nuclear emergency.

At the end the students have to proof an exam to get proper credit bonus. Written assay
could contribute to the bonus of the oral exam. 

CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the course is to give more general information and less specific ones in

relation to the off-site nuclear emergency including to the preparedness of the public. The
education for the students should be less operative in comparison with the courses in
postgraduate teaching �1,2,4�. Due to the decreasing number of students from engineering and
natural science fields the scope of the subject has to be modified into the direction of social
branches, including public relation. 



Examples from decision making and visits to the information centers and other
organisations involved in practice forced the students to get proper impression without any
detailes. That kind of education might be useful for students directed rather to social fields
without any basics in radiation, dosimetry etc., but less effective for students in engineering
and natural science. 

It is important to link the nuclear field to other emergency activities like to traffic
emergency, flood protection etc. Because co-operation among the emergency systems in
various fields is less developed finding proper specialists for an integrated education involves
difficulties.

Due to the heterogeneity of the participants lecture notes �12� are very important to
support the preparation of the students for their exams.
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